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Hello Aaron,

Thanks for your email. I am still waiting from Gordo's response, but funnyenough, he hasn't had time. :)

I have attached the letter in text format.

I noticed yesterday on the Vancouver rndymedia site that they had a number ofwitness testimonies on the site and were looking for people to do transcripts ofthe interviews. I listened to a couple and can get them actually quite clearhere in Costa Rica.
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If volunteers are needed to support writing transcripts of testimonies,speeches, etc., I could probably do one a day, maybe two if they are short, fromthose posted on the internet. The reason I didn't offer to do so y~sterday isbecause I wasn't sure if other people would be doing them or not, and did notwant to repeat work that was already being done.

Please pass my offer on to help with transcripts, it is the least I can do tosupport you from Costa Rica, given I can not be at the squat with you.

All the best,

Beth Clarke

support Letter for the Squat
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Original Message ----
"Friends of the Woodwards
Tue, 24 sep 2002 11:03:18

From:
Date:
To:
SUbject: Your

group called Friends
here & are helping out
a copy of your letter

Thank you for writing a letter of support. I'm with a
of the Woodwards Squat. We do a daily newsletter down
with legal problems. I wonder if you might forward me
to reprint? I saw a print-out of it last night only.

> Dear Beth,
>
>
>
>
>
>
> There are ongoing updates as well at b-!_~: / /vancouver .)!l~di~~.9_~g>
> We conducted 21 witness interviews yesterday and immediately after the> Abbott Street arrests on Sunday and they have been uploaded there. Welre> working on transcriptions. As you probably know, many of the people down> here can't write or read 50 this is the only way we're able to secure> evidence of the police attacks.

now
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